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1. INTRODUCTION:  
 Indian economy is facing a severe slowdown. Experts pointing out that the skowdown is the outcome of the 

factors like Demonitisation, implementation of GST, US-China tradewar etc. The slowdown affected many industries 

very fastly. Among them the automotive industry is facing a severe sales drop in the year of 2019. Indian Automotive 

industry is the Fourth biggest in the world in terms of sales. The contribution of this sector to the GDP and the number 

of people employed directly and indirectly is a great strength of our economy. Maruti Suzuki is the market leader of 

Indian automobile market, which holds the majority of market share. As per 2018 statistics maruti Suzuki possess the 

largest market share which is followed by Hundai Motor, Mahindra & Mahindra, Tata Motors, Honda, Toyota, Ford 

respectively. But now the companies are struggling because of the declined sales. The slowdown of the year 2019 is 

highly reflecting in automotive sector. In the Automotive Mission Plan (AMP) 2016-26, the contribution of this sector 

was projected to raise 12% and the country is expected to emerge as the world’s third largest passenger vehicle market 

by 2021. But the unexpected slowdown is affecting the industry and now the afforsaid statistics are a big question mark. 
 

2. OBJECTIVE: 
 The study aims at analysing the affect of Economic slowdown in the automotive insustry with special reference 

to maruti suzuki, the market leader. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY: 
 The study is descriptive in nature. Here the Secondary data is utilised for the analysis purpose. Sales record of 

Maruti Suzuki for the months of April, Augest and December 2018 and 2019 are used for analysis. 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract:    India now facing a significant economic slowdown and all the eyes are towards the government for 

their policies to correct the situation. Many debates are goingon in newschannels, educational institutions, and 

even in the carts on road sides about the prevailing slowdown and its causes. Whatever maybe the reason for the 

slowdown, India’s growth rate is declining with low consumption and investment. The slowdown is now reflceting 

in many industries and their sales are declining. The automotive sector of India is an important contributor to 

the GDP of the nation and it was predicted that about 12 percent contribution to the GDPin this decade will be 

from automotive industry. But in the presence of economic slowdown it is important to analyse the automotive 

industry and its performance. This study is concerned with analysing the automotive industry of india with special 

reference to the market leader Maruti Suzuki. 
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Company Sep-19 Sep-18 % Change 
Maruti Suzuki 1,15,452 1,53,550 -24.81 

Hyundai Motor India  40,705 47,781 -14.81 

Mahindra & Mahindra 14,333 21,411 -33.06 

Tata Motors 8,097 18,429 -56.06 

Honda Cars  9,301 14,820 -37.24 

Toyota Kriloskar Motor 10,203 12,512 -18.45 

 

4. ANALYSIS & DISCUSSION: 
 In the financial year 2018-19 Maruti Suzuki had a sales of 1,287,023 passenger cars. The total domestic vehicle 

sales in that financial year were 1,753,700 and the total sales including exports were 1,862,449. While comparing 

the total sales of Maruti in the financial year 2018-19 there is an increase of just 4.7%. This small increase was a 

warning to the automotive industry to indicate a severe drop in the sales in the next year 19-20. 
 Total sales of Maruti in April 2019 was 143,245 which was 17.2% lesser that what they had in April 2018. A 

severe drop identified in the sales of mini passenger vehicles such as alto, old waganR which was the budget cars 

for the average middle class. 
 In August 2019 the fall in total sales compared to August 2018 sharpened and reached to 32.7%. Total sales from 

April to august also declined by 24% from the previous financial year. 
 The sales of mini passenger vehicles sloped down by 55.4% from the sales of April to August of 2019-20. None 

of the segments apart from the utility vehicles shown a growth in sales. 
 In December 2019 a 3.9% increase happened in overall sales of maruti while compare with same month of last 

year. But while comparing the total sales during the period of April 2018-december 2018 there is a drop of 16.1% 

happened in the period of Apil- December 2019. 
 It is considered as the mini passenger cars of maruti like Alto,S-presso, Old WagonR are budget vehicles for the 

Indian middle class and the sales in this segment never shown a positive sales trends in any of the months of 

April, August, and December 2019-20 while comparing with the same in the year 2018-19. 
 while analyzing the sales report of automakers the overall sector declined by almost 25.6% in September 2019 as 

against in September 2018. 
 Total sales of maruti declined by 24.81% where the other makers like Hyundai, Mahindra & Mahindra showed a 

diminishing sales of 14.81%, 33.06% respectively. Tata motors faced severe decline of 56.06% as against 

September 2018. 
 Festival like Navarathri and Diwali usually helps to increase sales and profit in automotive industries. maruti 

suzuki reported a 4.5% rise in volumes after several months of degrowth. But it is a that the festive sales of maruti 

was dull in the year 2018 due to the flood in Kerala as well as the hike in fuel price.  So it is a fact that we cannot 

argue that the increase of sales in festive season is one what this industry needed for a revival  

 

5. CONCLUSION:  
 Economic slowdown in the nation is highly reflected in the automotive industry. It is clear from the analysis 

that the middle income group is not ready for consumption. The sales of mini passenger vehicles which is highly used 

by middle income groups are decreasing while compare with the same month of previous year. Even the festive seasons 

didn’t boosted the sales as expected. The predictions of market leaders and politicians that the contribution of automotive 

industry to GDP will increase to 12% in this decade is now not a near possibility. The GST bracket of 28% for the 

passenger vehicles is identified as a nominal cause for this sales drop. Another norms from the government like 

introduction of BS-VI emission norms and similar rules may worsen the situation more.  
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